Will Sheila Share? / Elivia Savadier
Nana helps teach her toddler granddaughter to share.

Ebb and Flo and the New Friend / Jane Simmons
Although her dog is jealous of Flo’s new friend, he soon learns to share their friendship.

Mine! / Mathilde Stein
Charlotte teaches a very rude ghost how to share.

Root Beer and Banana / Sarah Sullivan
Two different popsicles and two friends lead to the perfect sharing solution.

The Fair-Share Pair / Valerie Tripp (j Er TRIPP)
Two friends have a difference of opinion on how best to play with their shared toy.

Tumble!: A Little Book about Having It All / Maria van Lieshout
Three little bears find a red toy to play with.

Banana! / Ed Vere
Two monkeys learn to share when there is only one banana between them.

Twins Have a Fight / Ellen Weiss (j Er PRIMER WEISS)
Twins fight over two new toys, break one, and must learn to share the other.

Pigeon Finds a Hot Dog! / Mo Willems
A duckling’s questions finally prod Pigeon into sharing his special find.

Should I Share My Ice Cream? / Mo Willems (j Er Willems)
Gerald must decide if he should share his ice cream before it’s too late.

Bear Says Thanks / Karma Wilson
Bear shares something with his generous friends.

Bear and Bee / Sergio Ruzzier
A hungry bear discovers that bees are not terrible monsters who never share their honey.

Be Fair, Share! / Harriet Ziefert (j Er ZIEFERT)
Three friends share their lunches and a lesson in fairness.
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The Bird / Nicholas Allan
A hermit, happily alone on an island, rejects the friendship of an uninvited bird and banishes him, only to miss him, while the bird has flown away.

I’ll Never Share You, Blackboard Bear / Martha Alexander
When his bear comes to life, Anthony wants to keep him for himself.

Anna Shares / Barbara Baker (j T BAKER)
Anna’s mother tries to teach her how to share.

Little Bear’s Big Sweater / David Bedford
When Little Bear soils Big Bear’s hand-me-down sweater, the brothers learn to overcome their differences.

Martha Doesn’t Share! / Samantha Berger
Martha the Otter learns there are unpleasant consequences for refusing to share with her baby brother.

It’s Mine! / Crosby Bonsall
A very large carrot helps Patrick and Mabel Ann learn to share.

D.W.’s Guide to Preschool / Marc Brown
D.W.’s advice about preschool includes tips on sharing at play time.

Harriet’s Halloween Candy / Nancy Carlson
After eating too much candy, Harriet finally decides to share with her brother.

A Circle of Friends / Giora Carmi
A gift to a homeless man begins a cycle of good will and sharing.

Sharing is Fun / Joanna Cole
Andrew and his friends learn about sharing.

Mine! / Shutta Crum
Two young children and a dog navigate the troubles and triumphs of sharing.

The Land of Hungry Armadillos / Lawrence David
Greedy Gus refuses to share with his little sister and also trades her to a monster which forces her to bake cupcakes for hungry armadillos.
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Last One in is a Rotten Egg! / Diane deGroat
Wally learns a lesson about being greedy during an Easter egg hunt.

Empty Fridge / Gaetan Doremus
Every resident in an apartment building has been too busy to buy groceries, and when dinnertime comes around, the neighbors come together to make a tasty communal dish.

That Bowl of Fruit / Joyce Dunbar (j Er DUNBAR)
While Gander patiently picks out and sets aside all of the seeds from a pomegranate, Panda eats all of the other fruits and then wants a share of Gander's seeds as well.

Panda's New Toy / Joyce Dunbar (j Er DUNBAR)
When Panda gets a new toy, he doesn't want to give Gander a turn.

The Very Small / Joyce Dunbar
Giant Baby Bear finds a very small something in the woods and takes it home to share.

Billy Tibbles Moves Out / Jan Fearnley
Billy Tibbles learns about sharing when his little brother moves into his room.

Ben's Christmas Carol / Toby Forward
A greedy mouse learns about sharing.

Mrs. Rose's Garden / Elaine Greenstein
Mrs. Rose's prize-winning vegetables inspire her to be generous.

Sheila Rae's Peppermint Stick / Kevin Henkes (j T HENKES)
Louise longs for a taste of her sister's peppermint stick.

One of Each / Mary Ann Hoberman
Oliver Tolliver discovers that it is more fun to share with a friend.

Little Rabbit's Christmas / Harry Horse
Little Rabbit learns that even the best Christmas gift is better when shared.

Mary Clare Likes to Share / Joy Hulme (j Er PRIMER HULME)
Mary Clare divides her treats so that each of her friends can enjoy an equal share.

The Doorbell Rang / Pat Hutchins (also j E-pb H)
Lots of people come to share Ma's wonderful cookies.

My New Sandbox / Donna Jakob
A child learns that his sandbox is big enough for friends & playmates.

Forsythia & Me / Vincent X. Kirsch
When a talented friend becomes ill, Chester discovers he can do amazing things to entertain her while she is bed-ridden.

Jungle Bullies / Steven Kroll
Mama Monkey teaches the jungle animals the benefits of sharing.

It's Sharing Day! / Kirsten Larsen (j Ea DORA)
On their way to Abuela's house, Dora and Boots learn the importance of sharing.

All for Me and None for All / Helen Lester
Gruntly, a greedy hog, learns the value of kindness and sharing on a treasure hunt.

It's Mine! / Leo Lionni
A storm teaches 3 selfish frogs the benefits of sharing.

Mine! / Kevin Luthardt
When their new toy dinosaur breaks, two brothers learn a lesson about sharing.

Elmer and the Hippos / David McKee
The elephants aren't happy, because the hippos have dried up, and they moved to share the elephants' river. If the hippos and the elephants work together, they can move the rocks that fell that are blocking the hippos' river.

Messy Bessey's Closet / Patricia and Fredrick McKissack (j Er PRIMER MCKISSACK)
Messy Bessey cleans out her closet and learns to share.

We Share Everything! / Robert Munsch
After their teacher tells them to share, a boy & girl share even their clothes & shoes.

Fancy Nancy: Too Many Tutus / Jane O'Connor (j Er O'CONNOR)
When Nancy's class hosts a swap-and-shop, Nancy finds the perfect tutu, but her mother tells her she already has too many tutus.

My Friend Fred / Hiawyn Oram
When Grace tries to keep her beloved dog all to herself, she learns that the very best friends are the ones who share.

I Wanna New Room / Karen Kaufman Orloff
Alex presents all the reasons why he shouldn't have to share a room with his brother.

New Red Bike! / James E. Ransome
Tom enjoys the thrill of riding his brand new bike, and then shares it with a friend.

The Bear Who Shared / Catherine Rayner
Norris the bear decides to share a tree's last ripe fruit with his two new friends.

The Boy Who Wouldn't Share / Mike Reiss
Edward is unwilling to share his toys with his sister until she has something he wants.

This is Our House / Michael Rosen
George finds out how it feels to be left out.

Plant a Kiss / Amy Krouse Rosenthal
One small act of love blooms into something bigger than Little Miss ever imagined.

The Big Brown Box / Marisabina Russo
Sam finds a way to share with his little brother Sam.